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One Stop Shopping from Jaeger

Comprehensive back-volume service saves you time, money and effort.

Get everything you need from one source, with one call. Our huge back-volume warehouse, in combination with ready-access to publishers’ inventories, second-hand sources and personal collections, helps us to maintain the highest fulfillment rate in the field.

And, with an error-free guarantee that pays you $25 if the order we ship is incorrect, it's easy to see why Jaeger has earned a worldwide reputation for dependability. For details, write, call or FAX us today.

ALFRED JAEGGER INC.
PO. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
New WATS: 1-800-969-JAGR
Phone 516-543-1500
FAX 516-543-1537

ALFRED JAEGGER INC. Dept. AG, P.O. Box 9009, Commack, NY 11725-9009
Gentlemen: Please send your latest catalog and brochure.

Name ____________________________________________
Company/Facility __________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip _______
Phone ____________________________
HENRY HOLT REFERENCE BOOKS

Put the World at Your Fingertips!

WORLD HISTORY
A Dictionary of Important People, Places, and Events, from Ancient Times to the Present
By BRUCE WETTERAU.
This complete revision of the Macmillan Concise Dictionary of World History (1983) is more essential than ever. With 10,000 entries and hundreds of detailed chronologies organized in quick-reference dictionary format, this is the most versatile single-volume history reference available.

"With its convenient arrangement and wide coverage, recommended for ready reference."
1,200 pages / 0-8050-2350-X / $60.00

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD
Edited by AMIRAM Gonen.
With more than 2,500 alphabetical entries on all the peoples and ethnic groups of the world—enhanced with over 400 maps and 48 pages of color illustrations—this is the best available one-volume reference for quick information on our rapidly changing world.

"Recommended for high school and public libraries and for...academic libraries..."
704 pages / 48 pages of full-color illustrations
400 b&w photographs and maps / Index
0-8050-2236-2 / $125.00

WORLD MYTHOLOGY
General Editor: ROY WILLIS.
Foreword by ROBERT WALTER, Director of the Joseph Campbell Foundation.
Superbly illustrated, this comprehensive, comparative look at the characters and stories of the world's great myths is the most accessible guide available on the subject.

"In this fascinating and authoritative encyclopedia, scholarly contributors use more than 500 color photographs, maps, and artifacts to describe the myths...Recommended."
—Library Journal.
320 pages / 500 color illustrations / Index
0-8050-2701-7 / $45.00

Available from your distributor. For further information or to request a complete Reference Catalog, call Audrey Melkin at 212-886-9398 or fax 212-633-0748.

HENRY HOLT REFERENCE BOOKS
Henry Holt and Company, Inc.,
115 West 18th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011
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Why wait?

You don't have to. Baker & Taylor supplies more than twice the first fill of other vendors. In fact, many of your orders will be in stock and ready for immediate delivery, so you won't have to wait months for books your students and faculty need right now. When it comes to your academic book ordering needs, why wait? Call Baker & Taylor. We deliver.

For more information call 1 (800) 775-1800.

BAKER & TAYLOR
Information and Entertainment Services

©1994 Baker & Taylor


It's Books in Print with 10 Major Book Review Sources — all on the same CD-ROM!

Books in Print with Book Reviews Plus™
With 190,000 Reviews from Choice, Booklist, Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, Bookstore Journal, and more!

"What used to take hours now takes minutes because we have all the answers right on hand. Our staff no longer has to sift through, clip, and photocopy reviews for each selection, and I can generate ordering information myself. Books in Print with Book Reviews Plus has become indispensable!"

— Bill Lee, Alameda County Library

Find, evaluate, and order the titles you're looking for on the spot — with R. R. Bowker's Books in Print with Book Reviews Plus.

Answer every type of patron query — solve ordering problems — simplify verification tasks — find appropriate titles for your collection faster — using this exhaustive bibliographic CD-ROM database now updated every month. It's the cornerstone of the "work smart" library!

Over 190,000 Book Reviews

Order Books Electronically From 20 Vendors*
Just select the title, enter how many copies you want, and let your computer do the "paperwork" — Books in Print with Book Reviews Plus makes it easy to order from your favorite vendor, right from the screen.

Vendors include: Academic Book Co.; Ambassador Book Service; American Oversees Book Co.; Baker & Taylor; Blackwell; Book House, Inc.; Brodart; Databooks; The Distributors; Eastern Book; Emery-Pratt; Ingram; Midwest; PBD-Europe; PUBNET; Random House; Research Books; Scholarly Book Co.; Yankee Book; and others.

One-year subscription: $1,595.00
Three-year subscription: $4,546.00

*Electronic Ordering Software available from vendors.

To order, call 1-800-323-3288.
Announcing Release 2.1!

You told us what you want—and we listened. New enhancements make FOLIO your link to an ever-expanding range of YBP services for both approval and firm order customers. If you’re one of the rapidly growing number of FOLIO users, you’ll like the new capabilities developed in response to your needs. If you’re not using FOLIO yet, sign up and sign on to see what the excitement is all about.

This Just In—Order Any Title through FOLIO.
Simply key an ISBN—if it’s found in our extensive title file, FOLIO will display the bibliographic data for you. Or enter author, title, imprint, publication data, and preferred binding. Then, with a single keystroke, place your order through FOLIO via the Internet.

A Need to Know—On-line Notification.
Access the most recent four weeks of approval notification slip data specific to your account. Select an item for ordering, review selected items, and place orders for selected items instantly—all in an on-line environment. No waiting for notification slips to appear on your desk.

What Goes Around, Comes Around—File Transfer via the Internet.
Transfer bibliographic data from YBP to your library’s system, then back again as an order.

The Bottom Line—Expenditure Reporting.
Get the budgetary and returns information you need in the format you want. FOLIO tells you what you’ve spent by date, LC classification, and publisher—based on the parameters you enter.

Ready to Connect to Superior Service?
Please contact:
Technical Customer Support
Phone: (603) 746-3102
E-mail: tecsvr@office.ybp.com

YBP
999 Maple Street
Contoocook, NH 03229 U.S.A.
(603) 746-3102 Fax (603) 746-5628
U.S. and Canada (800) 258-3774
Corporate E-mail: ybp@office.ybp.com
Technical Support: tecsvr@office.ybp.com
In 1986, Pergamon published *THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING*, which helped to define the field of materials science. Since then, research has greatly increased into how the properties of a material can be adapted to perform specific applications.

**THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ADVANCED MATERIALS** defines and broadly covers this area, taking into account the many different views encountered in research, as well as emphasizing the multidisciplinary nature of the subject.

Articles will cover the composition, structure, applications and processing/synthesis of advanced materials, as well as the characterization, properties and phenomena of advanced materials as a group.

Alphabetically organized, the work will consist of approximately 550 articles in four volumes. Each article moves from the general to the specific and from the elementary to more subtle aspects of the given topic. They will concentrate on the present state of the field and its possible future evolution. All articles are extensively cross-referenced and indexed.

**EDITORS:**
- David Bloor, University of Durham, UK
- Richard J. Brook, University of Oxford, UK
- Merton C. Flemings, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
- Subhash Mahajan, Carnegie Mellon University, USA

**SENIOR ADVISORY EDITOR:**
- Robert W. Cahn FRS, University of Cambridge, UK

**COVERAGE INCLUDES:**
- Advanced Ceramic Processing
- Advanced Optical Materials and Displays
- Composite Materials
- Computer Modelling in Materials Science
- Nanocrystalline Materials, Nanoelectronics
- Semiconductor Processing
- Ultramicroscopic Manipulation
- Phase Equilibria and Transformations
- Polymerization
- Methods and Advanced Polymers

A free prospectus with the complete list of articles and authors, and sample pages, is available. To request one, please contact:

Rebecca Seger
Elsevier Science Inc.
660 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, NY 10591-5153
Phone: (914) 333-2410
Fax: (914) 333-2468
Internet: r.seger@elsevier.com

**SAVE $400 BY ORDERING BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30, 1994!**

For orders placed before September 30, 1994, Pre-publication price: $1200.00

For orders received from October 1, 1994, list price: $1600.00

To be published September, 1994

9-08-040606-8  3000 pp. approx.
Hardcover 4 Volumes

PERGAMON  An imprint of Elsevier Science
US: 660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5153
UK: The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidlington, Oxford OX5 1GB, UK
Many libraries are preparing for the next big step in automation—downsizing from mainframes in favor of systems that not only provide integrated modules but integrate fully with larger computing environments. These libraries are selecting open systems with client-server architecture. They are selecting Marquis.

Marquis is way out in front in terms of client-server expertise. We offered the first true client-server applications for libraries and have already gained the experience of installing dozens of systems. Every module—even Serials—is done and done well. Clear screens, nimble movement between modules, and full features. That's Marquis.

If you're interested in client-server network computing—whether you serve users enterprise-wide, across the country, or around the world—Marquis is ready to work for you.
Introducing...

GREENWOOD PUBLISHING GROUP FAX INFORMATION SERVICE

Have a FAX? Need book descriptions, price, and availability? Call 1-800-GPG-4FAX (1-800-474-4329) on your voice telephone.

Press 1
If you know the ISBN
- Enter the 10 digit ISBN.
- Automated voice provides price and availability.

Within minutes, GPG4FAX will prepare and FAX the book information you requested.

Press 7
For a title listing in a specific subject area
- Enter the three digit subject code of your choice.
- Enter 000 for a complete subject code list.

Give GPG4FAX a try! Here is a sampling of some of GPG's latest titles. Call 1-800-GPG-4FAX for complete descriptive information—including table of contents.

Publishing in the Information Age
A New Management Framework for the Digital Era
By Douglas M. Eisenhart
Quorum Books. 1994. 304 pages. 0-89396-847-3. $55.00

Video Collection Development in Multi-type Libraries
A Handbook
Edited by Gary P. Handman
Greenwood Press. 1994. 496 pages. 0-313-27902-0. $75.00

Audio Book Breakthrough
A Guide to Selection and Use in Public Libraries and Education
By Preston Hoffman and Carol H. Osteyee
Greenwood Press. 1993. 208 pages. 0-313-28690-6. $39.95

Strategic Management for Academic Libraries
A Handbook
By Robert M. Hayes
Greenwood Press. 1993. 240 pages. 0-313-28111-4. $55.00

Look for these GPG4FAX subject codes appearing with categories in our latest catalogs. Call 1-800-GPG-4FAX, enter the subject code of your choice, and receive a FAXed listing of all GPG titles in that subject area.

For book information, 24 hours a day, call (on your voice telephone): 1-800-GPG-4FAX (1-800-474-4329) and have your FAX machine ready to receive your GPG4FAX transmissions!
Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc. puts the world of health science information at your fingertips.

Rittenhouse Book Distributors is your connection to the information of more than 150 domestic and international health science publishers. Our array of library services is designed to help take you and your library into the 21st century.

Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.
distributing information for the 21st century

Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.
511 Fealey Drive, King of Prussia, PA 19406
1-800-345-6425 Phone, 1-800-223-7488 Fax
exclusive North American distributers of The Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

Rittenhouse of New England
Box 458, Sterling Road, South Lancaster, MA 01561
1-800-624-7487 Phone, 1-800-223-7488 Fax
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LOGOS is a quarterly professional journal serving the international book and journal community. LOGOS has a distinguished Advisory Board of publishers, booksellers, librarians, literary agents and scholars in the principal publishing countries. It aims to deal in depth with issues which unite, divide, excite and concern the world of books and journals. LOGOS is by definition identified with freedom of expression. It encourages strong opinions and offers a forum for contrasting and even conflicting views.

"Highly recommended"
American Library Journal

"...a unique source of information about the publishing world and its relationship to libraries, technologies and developing economies. As a bonus, the articles are readable."
College and Research Libraries

ISSN: 0957-9656

Articles published recently in LOGOS include:

Wim Luijendijk: Subscription agencies: fewer, tougher, more agile – and beleaguered

Liz Chapman: How to apply for an academic library post (if you’re a woman)

Richard Abel: Measuring the value of books: A taxonomic approach

David Whitaker: ‘Small miracle’ poses pricing conundrum

Robert Campbell: The commercial role in journal publishing: Past, present and future

Joost Kist: The publishing house of the future: Nine emerging principles

Maurice Line: A worldwide bibliographic database of books

Jane Dormer: When readers become "end-users"

Subscription rates for 1994 (Volume 5, 4 issues) are: Individual* US$68 Institutional US$99

North American office: Whurr Publishers Ltd, c/o Thomas Slatner & Co, 1127 Kennedy Blvd, North Bergen, NJ 07047-1839. Tel: (210) 656-1100 Fax: (210) 656-0113

ORDER FORM

Please enter my subscription to LOGOS for 1994 at the □ individual* rate($68) □ institutional rate ($99)

□ I enclose a check for __________ made payable to Whurr Publishers Ltd □ Please bill me

□ Please debit my MasterCard/Visa account. Card no. ____________________________

Signature ____________________________ Expiry date ____________

Name ____________________________

Address† ____________________________

*Individual subscriptions must be registered at a home address and paid for from personal funds.
†If paying by credit card, the name and address given above must be those held on your credit card file.
Biomedical Journals Listed Include:

- Acta Endocrinologica
- Acta Physiologiae Scandinavica
- AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses
- AJDC (American Journal of Diseases of Children)
- American Heart Journal
- The American Journal of Cardiology
- The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
- American Journal of Clinical Pathology
- American Journal of Epidemiology
- The American Journal of Human Genetics
- The American Journal of Medicine
- American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
- American Journal of Ophthalmology
- American Journal of Pathology
- American Journal of Physiology
- The American Journal of Psychiatry
- American Journal of Public Health
- The American Journal of Surgery
- American Review of Respiratory Disease
- Analytical Biochemistry
- Annals of Internal Medicine
- Annals of Surgery
- Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy
- Applied and Environmental Microbiology
- Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics
- Archives of Dermatology
- Archives of Disease in Childhood
- Archives of General Psychiatry
- Archives of Internal Medicine
- Archives of Microbiology
- Archives of Neurology
- Archives of Ophthalmology
- Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
- Archives of Surgery
- Arthritis & Rheumatism
- Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications
- Bioclinica et Biophysica Acta
- Biology of Reproduction
- Blood
- BMJ (British Medical Journal)
- Brain
- Brain Research
- British Heart Journal
- British Journal of Cancer
- British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology
- British Journal of Haematology
- British Journal of Pharmacology
- British Journal of Psychiatry
- The British Journal of Surgery
- Cancer
- Cancer Research
- Carcinogenesis
- Cell & Tissue Research
- Cellular Immunology
- Chemical & Pharmaceutical Bulletin
- Chest
- Circulation
- Circulation Research
- Clinical Chirnica Acta
- Clinical and Experimental Immunology
- Clinical Chemistry
- Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics
- Clinical Science
- Cytogenetics and Cell Genetics
- Developmental Biology
- Diabetes
- Diabetesologia
- DNA and Cell Biology
- EMBO Journal
- Endocrine Reviews
- Endocrinology
- European Journal of Biochemistry
- European Journal of Immunology
- European Journal of Pharmacology
- Experimental Brain Research
- Experimental Cell Research
- Experimental Neurology
- FASEB Journal
- FEBS Letters
- Fertility and Sterility
- Gastroenterology
- Gene
- Genes & Development
- Genetics
- Genomics
- Gastroenterology
- Hepatology
- Human Gene Therapy
- Human Genetics
- Hybridoma
- Immunology
- Infection and Immunity
- International Journal of Cancer
- JACC (Journal of the American College of Cardiology)
- JAMA (The Journal of the American Medical Association)
- Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
- Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology
- Journal of Bacteriology
- Journal of Biochemicals
- Journal of Biological Chemistry
- Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery (American Volume)
- Journal of Bone and Mineral Research
- Journal of Cell Biology
- Journal of Cell Science
- Journal of Chromatography
- Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism
- Journal of Clinical Microbiology
- Journal of Clinical Oncology
- Journal of Clinical Pathology
- Journal of Comparative Neurology
- Journal of Dental Research
- Journal of Endocrinology
- Journal of Experimental Medicine
- Journal of General Microbiology
- Journal of Genetics
- Journal of Virology
- Journal of Human Pathology
- Journal of Immunological Methods
- Journal of Immunology
- Journal of Infectious Diseases
- Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine
- Journal of Lipid Research
- Journal of Membrane Biology
- Journal of Molecular Biology
- Journal of the National Cancer Institute
- Journal of Neurochemistry
- Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery, & Psychiatry
- Journal of Neurophysiology
- Journal of Neuroscience
- Journal of Neurorsurgery
- Journal of Nuclear Medicine
- Journal of Nutrition
- Journal of Pediatrics
- Journal of Pharmaceutica Sciences
- Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
- Journal of Physiology
- Journal of Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology
- Laboratory Investigation
- The Lancet
- Life Sciences
- Metabolism
- Methods
- Molecula
- and Experimental
- Cellular Biology
- Molecular & General Genetics
- Molecular Endocrinology
- Molecular Pharmacology
- Nature
- Nature Genetics
- Neurobiology
- Neuropharmacology
- Neuroscience
- Neuroscience Letters
- New England Journal of Medicine
- Nuclear Acids Research
- Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Pediatric Research
- Pediatrics
- Pharmacological Transactions Series B
- Biological Sciences
- Plant Physiology
- Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA
- Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
- Prostaglandins
- Psychopharmacology
- Radiation Research
- Radiology
- Scandinavian Journal of Gastroenterology
- Science
- Stroke
- Surgery
- SURGERY
- Gynecology & Obstetrics
- Thrombosis Letters
- Thrombosis and Haemostasis
- Thrombosis Research
- Toxicology
- Applied Pharmacology
- Transplantation
- Transplantation Proceedings
- Viral Immunology
- Virology

- Just Published • 1994 • 636pp • 8½" x 11" • Spiral-Bound • ISBN 0-913-113-61-1

USA Customers: $150 + $10 postage & handling (until 6/30/94) - $175 + $10 postage & handling (after 6/30/94)
Overseas Customers: $175 + $10 postage & handling (until 6/30/94) - $200 + $10 postage & handling (after 6/30/94)

3 Ways to Order:

By Mail
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. • Publisher
1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10128

By Fax
(212) 289-4697

By Phone
1-800-M-LIEBERT
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Dawson’s latest on-line acquisition tool, ENTER BOOKS, gives you even more flexibility. Already catering for monograph orders, ENTER BOOKS can now manage standing orders on-line too.

Exciting new options let you search our extensive title database and check the status of existing standing orders as well as set up new orders and perform sophisticated purchase analysis - all at the touch of a button. You may even add your own notes to each record.

And that is not all!

With our greatly extended database you can search even more book titles from around the world and then order directly from BIBSCAN.

ON SCREEN • ON-LINE • ON TIME

For further information please contact:
Marketing Department Dawson UK Ltd
Deningtown Road Wellingborough Northants NN8 2OG
Tel: +44 (0)933 274444  Fax: +44 (0)933 225993
Close the gaps in your collection.

With Faxon Quest you have a single source for finding missing issues, exchanging duplicates and fulfilling back orders.

If you are missing issues, have duplicates to exchange, or need a back order fulfilled, then you’ll be interested in Faxon Quest™.

The Faxon Quest service consists of two comprehensive, cost-effective ways to enhance and restore your serials collection.

**Superior back order fulfillment.**
First we offer, ReQuest™ — a comprehensive back volume fulfillment service. With ReQuest, you simply let us know what you’re looking for and we do the rest.

We’ll inquire price and availability of your in-print and out-of-print needs from publishers and over 40 back-volume vendors from around the world. If it’s out there, we’ll find it — at the most cost-effective price available.

**Automated serials exchange.**
To complement ReQuest, we offer SerialsQuest™ — a unique online service for locating and trading back issues and hard-to-find serials. With SerialsQuest all you do is enter your "wants" and "trades" into the database.

SerialsQuest automatically matches the wanted and available items and notifies you when a match is found. It’s never been so easy to obtain or trade missing issues.

**Complete your collection today.**
With the Faxon Quest service you have the power to fulfill all your serials back-order needs, quickly and economically.

Call us today at 1-800-627-2216 (press #3 for direct connection).

We’ll be happy to show you how quickly the gaps in your collection can disappear.

Mention this advertisement and receive special discount rates!
Collection Management for the 90’s and beyond

BLACKWELL’S NT Online

Blackwell’s New Titles Online database includes Tables of Contents and Descriptive Summaries for new and forthcoming scholarly monographs.

- Browse the contents pages before placing your order
- Examine the publishers title description
- Order the title electronically
- Insure title coverage on approval
- Search both Blackwell North America and B.H. Blackwell New Title databases
- View full MARC Records
- Access through the Internet

FOR A FREE TRIAL OF THE WORLD’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE ACADEMIC COLLECTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, CONTACT YOUR BLACKWELL REPRESENTATIVE.

BLACKWELL
NORTH AMERICA, INC.

6024 SW Jean Road, Building G, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035.
Telephone: 800-547-6426  Fax: 503-639-2481
E-mail address: BRIDGES@BNAMEBLACKWELL.COM

TECHNOLOGY DEDICATED TO THE LIBRARIES OF TOMORROW
You Asked For the World—

As communications technology makes the world a smaller and smaller place, global coverage has moved from an innovation to a necessity. Patrons once satisfied with books published in the U.S. now demand access to titles published around the world.

ANNOUNCING
Bowker/Whitaker Global Books in Print PLUS™

Bowker/Whitaker Global Books in Print PLUS™ is the most comprehensive listing of English-language books available today — the perfect way to provide library staff and patrons the bibliographic information they need.

The Most Comprehensive Database of Titles Published Around the Globe from the Preeminent Publishers of Bibliographic Data

Comprising both R.R. Bowker’s Books in Print PLUS™ and J. Whitaker & Sons’ Bookbank, this massive database contains over 2 million entries: Everything from titles published in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada — through the Canadian Telebook Agency — to European titles covered in K. G. Saur’s International Books in Print and D.W. Thorpe’s Australian Books in Print and New Zealand Books in Print. And it’s easy to use because it features the renowned Plus System™ software interface.

Learn what this vital bibliographic tool can do for you. For more information on Bowker/Whitaker Global Books in Print PLUS and information on network editions and upgrades, just call toll-free 1-800-323-3288.

November 1993 • 1-year subscription • $1,995.00
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ANNOUNCING THREE NEW PRICING PROGRAMS!
- PREPAID SUBSCRIPTION • STANDING ORDER PLAN •
- ORDER INDIVIDUAL VOLUMES AT LIST PRICE •

NEW, COMPLETELY REVISED SECOND EDITION!
BIOTECHNOLOGY
A MULTI-VOLUME COMPREHENSIVE TREATISE

SERIES EDITORS:
H.-J. Rehm, University of Münster, Germany
G. Reed, Formerly, Universal Foods Corporation, Durham, North Carolina
in cooperation with A. Pühler, University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany and
P.J.W. Studler, Bayer AG, Wuppertal, Germany

ABOUT THE SERIES:
This user-friendly reference set (will total 12 volumes when completed in 1997) provides the most systematic, up-to-date coverage available in the dynamic and ever-growing area of biotechnology.

Completely revised, restructured and updated, the new second edition spans the field from basic concepts to industrial applications including biotech fundamentals; production of enzymes; biomass; food and feed; and primary and secondary products of microbial metabolism. A General Index will be published separately.

FROM THE REVIEWS:
"All of the chapters are precise, comprehensive, and concise. Every sentence was worthy of inclusion."
—Journal of the American Chemical Society

"Closely packed pages of practical information make it a most useful and handleable encyclopedia."
—Journal of Chemical Technology and Biotechnology

HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
• The most current, detailed biotech reference ever published!
• Written by over 350 international experts from industry and academia
• Reviewed by internationally acclaimed scientific advisory board
• Provides valuable synthesis of theory and practice
• Features helpful and accurate charts, tables, and illustrations

ALREADY PUBLISHED:
Volume 1: Biological Fundamentals
H. Sahm, Institute for Biotechnology Research Center, Jülich, Germany, Editor
ISBN 3-527-28311-0.

Volume 2: Genetic Fundamentals and Genetic Engineering
A. Pühler, University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany, Editor

Volume 3: Bioprocessing
G. Stephanopoulos, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Editor

Volume 4: Measuring, Modelling, and Control
K. Schügerl, University of Hannover, Hannover, Germany, Editor

FORTHCOMING VOLUMES:
• Volume 5: Genetically Engineered Proteins and Monoclonal Antibodies (1996)
• Volume 6: Products of Primary Metabolism (1995)
• Volume 7: Products of Secondary Metabolism (1995)
• Volume 8: Biotransformations (1996)
• Volume 9: Enzymes, Biomass, Food, and Feed (1994)
• Volume 10: Special Processes (1997)
• Volume 11: Environmental Processes (1997)

ORDERING INFORMATION
To Order: Contact your book distributor or VCH Publishers, Inc., Customer Service Center, 303 N.W. 12th Avenue, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442-1788.
To arrange for your FREE Reference Set Preview, or request additional information about the VCH Reference Sets, please contact Sharon O'Connell, VCH Library Representative at 212-683-8333.

Three Convenient Ordering Plans:
• Prepaid Subscription for the Complete 12 Volume Set: $2,800.00
• Standing Order Plan: $260.00 per Volume
• Order by Individual Volume at List Price: $320.00 per Volume

VCH PUBLISHERS, INC. VCH
New York • Weinheim • Cambridge • Basel • Tokyo
Award-Winning References from Academic Press

**Encyclopedia of Human Behavior**
Edited by V.S. Ramachandran
Prase for the Articles
"[Schizophrenia is] a first rate job."
—STEVEN O. MOLIN, Washington University School of Medicine
St. Louis, Missouri

"As expected, [Genius, Eminence, and Giftedness] is authoritative, informative, provocative, and well written."
—ABRAHAM J. TANNENBAUM, Columbia University, New York, New York

Four-Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $499.00*
March 1994, c. 2667 pp., $595.00/ISBN 0-12-226920-9
*Expires June 30, 1994 - Prepublication offer extended!

**Encyclopedia of Virology**
Edited by Robert G. Webster and Allan Gralnick

The Encyclopedia of Virology is the largest single reference source of current virological knowledge. It is also the first to bring together all aspects of the subject for a wide variety of readers. Unique in its use of concise 'mini-review' articles, the material covers biological, molecular, and medical topics concerning viruses in animals, plants, bacteria, and insects.

Three-Volume Set
Prepublication Price: $395.00*
March 1994, 2128 pp., $475.00/ISBN 0-12-225960-8
*Expires June 30, 1994 - Prepublication offer extended!

**Encyclopedia of Food Science, Food Technology and Nutrition**
Edited by Robert Macrae, Richard Robinson, and Michele J. Sadler

"This is the most well-written, well-indexed, up-to-date reference of food and food-stuffs available...This was an obvious mammoth undertaking which has resulted in a publication which has expertly filled a void in the scientific reference literature...This is a beautiful reference set and I highly recommend it as a general reference compendium for any basic science or health-related science library."
—Johan S. Williamson, University of Mississippi, in SIM INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY NEWS

Eight-Volume Set
1993, 5455 pp., $2100.00/ISBN 0-12-226650-4
Awarded Best Reference Work for 1992 by the Geoscience Information Society!

**Encyclopedia of Earth System Science**
Editor-in-Chief William A. Nierenberg

"This excellent encyclopedia of the earth sciences stresses human interaction with all environments on and surrounding the earth...The articles are extremely well-written so that in most cases the educated layperson as well as the researcher are accommodated...It is a highly recommended set."
—BOOKLIST/REFERENCE BOOKS BULLETIN

Four-Volume Set
1992, 2620 pp., $560.00/ISBN 0-12-226719-2

**Academic Press Dictionary of Science and Technology**
One of American Libraries Magazine's Outstanding References of 1993!

"Has a place on all reference shelves...Outstanding...Easy to use...The Academic Press Dictionary of Science and Technology captures the terminology of today and gives modern definitions...Highly recommended."
—BOOKLIST/REFERENCE BOOKS BULLETIN

One Volume
1992, 2432 pp., $115.00/ISBN 0-12-203400-0

**Encyclopedia of Human Biology**
Editor-in-Chief Renato Dulbecco

"The format and illustrations are excellent and encourage browsing; and the whole series has clearly been assembled with great labour and dedication."
—NATURE

Eight-Volume Set
1991, 6722 pp., $2100.00/ISBN 0-12-226747-8

**Encyclopedia of Microbiology**
Edited by Joshua Ledberg

"This survey of microbiology...is well-organized and well-written...There is no comparable work. Highly recommended for libraries that support study, teaching, and research in microbiology."
—CHOICE

Four-Volume Set
1992, 2518 pp., $695.00/ISBN 0-12-225980-3

**Encyclopedia of Immunology**
Edited by Iren M. Rott and Peter J. Delches

"There are textbooks and dictionaries of immunology, and with the publication of this encyclopedia there is now an excellent, comprehensive reference work in the field."
—CHOICE

Three-Volume Set

**Encyclopedia of Physical Science and Technology**
SECOND EDITION
Edited by Robert A. Meyers

"Five years ago, the Chicago Tribune called the first edition of this set 'awesome.' The Second Edition is even better."
—INTERNET WORLDWIDE

Eighteen-Volume Set
1992, 14,030 pp., $5500.00/ISBN 0-12-226930-6

Order from your local bookseller or directly from

ACADEMIC PRESS, INC.
Order Fulfillment Dept. DM17915
6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL 32887
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-5068
FAX 1-800-336-7377
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MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan, Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for:
- Firm Orders
- Standing Orders
- Approval Programs
- Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • USA
800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009